How to Use the Cereal Calculator on the WICShopper app

1) Select “My Benefits”

2) Under cereal, select “Calculator”

3) This screen displays starting balances and remaining balances. Select “Scan Item”

4) Scan a cereal within the allowed ounces (11 to 36 ounces). The screen will display whether or not the cereal is WIC approved (green). To add to the calculator, select the calculator icon.
5) You will now be returned to the cereal starting/remaining balance screen. The screen will show the cereal that was scanned and how many ounces will remain if you purchase that cereal. Select “Scan Item” to add another cereal.

6) By using the cereal calculator, you can scan approved WIC cereals and find the perfect combination to use all of your cereal benefits.

7) The calculator will indicate when you have selected more cereal than allowed. If you are over your benefit balance, one or more cereals will not be covered by WIC at the register.

8) You can add or remove any cereals that have been scanned by selecting the +/- . The + symbol will add addition boxes, and the – will remove unwanted boxes. You can also select “Clear All” to clear the screen and start over.